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The “harrowing” story of a woman’s twenty-year quest to escape the personal damage caused
by “the tedium and terror of nights spent dreading sleep” (Booklist). I came to in the middle of it,
like waking inside a horror movie, silent scream and all. Eyes wide open. I was standing at an
open window, staring at the dizzying curve of Riverside Drive, five floors below. I’d stopped,
somehow, poised, about to jump. Growing up a good girl in an Irish-American family full of
drinkers and terrible sleepers, Kathleen Frazier was twelve when her seemingly innocent
sleepwalking turned dangerous. By day she was a popular A+ student, the star of her high
school musical. At night, she both longed for and dreaded sleep. Frazier moved to Manhattan in
the 1980s, hoping for a life in the theater but getting a run of sleepwalking performances instead.
Efforts to abate her malady with drinking failed miserably. She became promiscuous, looking for
nighttime companionship. Could a bed partner save her from flinging herself down a flight of
stairs or out an open window? Exhaustion stalked her, and both rest and love were seemingly
out of reach. This is the journey Frazier illuminates in her intimate memoir, winner of the
Independent Publisher’s Award for Best First Book Nonfiction . While highlighting her quest to
beat her sleep terrors and insomnia, this is ultimately a story of health, hope, and redemption. “A
terrifying, compelling, and fascinating tale that takes us deep into the horrors of sleep walking
and then reveals to us how the author managed to end a twenty-year nightmare.” —Ellen
Burstyn, award-winning actress, writer, teacher



Memoirs, by definition, are written depictions of events in people’s lives. They are memories. All
the events in this story are as accurate and truthful as possible. Many names and places have
been changed to protect the privacy of others. Mistakes, if any, are caused solely by the
passage of time.This book is not intended as a substitute for the medical advice of physicians.
The reader should regularly consult a physician in matters relating to his/her health and
particularly with respect to any symptoms that may require diagnosis or medical
attention.Copyright © 2015 by Kathleen FrazierAll rights reserved. No part of this book may be
reproduced in any manner without the express written consent of the publisher, except in the
case of brief excerpts in critical reviews or articles. All inquiries should be addressed to Skyhorse
Publishing, 307 West 36th Street, 11th Floor, New York, NY 10018.Skyhorse Publishing books
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are registered trademarks of Skyhorse Publishing, Inc.®, a Delaware corporation.Visit our
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Frazier’s powerful and beautifully written memoir successfully fills a huge void by providing
helpful and valuable information on sleepwalking and sleep terrors by someone who is able to
elucidate what these poorly understood phenomena are, how they are misinterpreted, and, most
importantly, the extent to which they may greatly affect one’s behavior and well-being.For
centuries, sleepwalking and sleep terrors were believed to be caused by diverse and usually
undesirable phenomena such as acting out repressed waking desires, “devil or demon
possession,” or psychiatric disease. One of the original terms for sleepwalking, moonstruck,
brings to mind fictional creatures from gothic horror such as werewolves. Until recently, no
effective treatments had been developed. It is highly likely that a good number of church-
sanctioned exorcisms were, and still are, being performed for this medical condition.Only
recently has the underlying neurophysiology been explained. We now know that during
sleepwalking and sleep terrors, the part of the brain that generates very complex behaviors is
awake, while the part of the brain that normally monitors what we do and lays down memories of
what we have done is asleep. This condition leaves the brain in a mixed wake/sleep state,



capable of generating wild behaviors without conscious awareness and therefore without
culpability. It is not known what causes this “state dissociation” (a mixture of wakefulness and
sleep), but importantly, and contrary to popular opinion, it is not related to significant underlying
psychiatric or psychological problems.About one-third of American adults report having had an
episode of sleepwalking. Yet sleepwalkers and those suffering from sleep terrors typically
hesitate to seek medical attention. Still laboring under old ideas, they fear being told the
episodes are due to psychiatric illness, and the nature of the episodes is often embarrassing. A
potentially violent or injurious episode often leads to evaluation. Yet effective medical treatments
are now available—actually a number of them—such as medication and hypnosis. The key is
finding a sleep medicine professional experienced in the diagnosis and management of
sleepwalking and sleep terrors.Sleepwalking and sleep terrors affected every part of Ms.
Frazier’s life. They put her safety, her very life, at risk and threatened the safety of those close to
her. Sleepwalker: The Mysterious Makings and Recovery of a Somnambulist is an accurate and
fact-filled account, offering hope to those suffering from sleepwalking or sleep terrors, their
family members, and also to the professionals who work with them. More, her courage in
honestly sharing her fascinating and moving story will appeal to all—sleep being such an
intimate and mysterious part of our human condition.Mark W. Mahowald, MDFormer Director of
the Minnesota Regional Sleep Disorders CenterRetired Professor, Dept. of Neurology, University
of MN Medical SchoolAdjunct Professor, Department of Psychiatry and Behavioral Sciences,
Stanford UniversityConsultant, Sleep Forensics AssociatesMy long nightgown twisted around
my ankles. I’d always hated that trapped feeling. I turned from side to side on the moldy couch in
a ridiculous effort to get comfortable. The springs of the sofa were nocturnal animals. They
poised patiently, waiting for the exact instant when my body surrendered to sleep so they could
pounce up and bite me. I spent this particular night in the enormous living room of Bob and
Jane’s apartment to avoid the smell of paint drying in my rented postage stamp of a bedroom.
Deep blue had been my color choice, having read it could calm the nerves.A month shy of
twenty-nine, I was an aspiring actress resigned to communal living, one of several boarders in
the rambling flat located on the Upper West Side of Manhattan. My landlords were middle-aged
Bohemians, writers, filmmakers. He was a philanderer. I’d played a Wild West saloon whore in a
music video they’d made for a jazz saxophonist, which is how we became roommates. Their
labyrinth halls led to disheveled rooms, some of which overlooked the Hudson with breathtaking
views through windows left wide open in the unbearable summer heat.Excruciatingly shy, I
barely knew the names of the other tenants who wandered the hallways en route from their
bedrooms to one of the many bathrooms. Some of them hardly left their quarters. Others came
and went quickly, keeping odd hours. My room was in the back, off the kitchen, with a small, dirty
window that faced an airshaft. Once the maid’s room, it included a closet-sized bathroom with
toilet and sink. I hated having to shower or bathe in one of the larger bathrooms, shared with
strangers.If sharing a bathroom unnerved me, the idea of bunking down in an open, common
space, through which one or more of them would pass during the course of the evening,



horrified me. I especially cringed at the idea of Bob creeping past me in the middle of the night
upon his return from a liaison.Despite condemning myself as juvenile, I’d plugged in my angel
nightlight nearby. I wore my best nightgown, too—lightweight and sleeveless but modest. Even in
the dark, appearances mattered to me. It was the prettiest shade of rose pink, my mother’s
favorite flower. She was Catherine Rose and I wore it in her honor. It was August 6, 1988, and
would have been her sixty-eighth birthday had she not died of cancer a little more than a year
earlier. I’d been attending a bereavement group at CancerCare the whole time, and it seemed to
me that my grief should have eased after the one-year anniversary of my mom’s death. Instead it
weighed heavier than ever.Green glow-in-the-dark numbers on my radio alarm clock flipped in
slow motion.I turned on a reading lamp and the sudden light sent a cockroach scampering
across the hardwood floor beneath a huge, discarded pile of newspapers. How would I ever fall
asleep with the fear of the disgusting creatures crawling all over me at my most vulnerable?I
banished the thought by picking up C. S. Lewis’s The Screwtape Letters about a senior demon’s
counsel to his nephew on how to damn a man. I read until my eyes felt heavy. I let them close,
resting the Devil’s letters against the thump, thump, thump of my heart. Blood pulsed through my
ears. As a kid, I’d listened to that dreadful sound for what seemed like hours as I tried to fall
asleep. Nicknamed Kitten by my family, I was a born scaredy-cat, afraid of bedtime from the
start. When I was quite small, I shared a room with my brother, Danny, two years my senior. An
impressionable Catholic school girl, I found it easy to believe his good-night stories. If we
stepped off our beds, some creature would drag us under, the Devil or one of his helpers, rats,
snakes, take your pick.I realized, as I was about to drift off on the lumpy sofa, that these were not
the most soothing bedtime thoughts. Reaching to turn out the light, I changed my mind and left it
on. I must have fallen asleep then. I don’t know for how long.I came to in the middle of it, like
waking inside a horror movie, silent scream and all. Eyes wide open. I was standing at an open
window, staring at the dizzying curve of Riverside Drive, five floors below. I’d stopped, somehow,
poised, about to jump. My beating heart told me so. Sweat streamed down the sides of my face
and between my breasts. I had grasped the window frame with both hands. My adrenaline was
so high, I could have lifted it off the wall. It was a big window, a portal from this world to the next.
A solitary street lamp cast a pool of yellow light on the winding street. No cars. The air was thick.I
was alone. Or was I?My mind raced, searching, searching for the truth. I’d been fleeing
something real.Oh my God, it had bitten me.I backed a step away from the window and swiped
furiously at my bare arm, as if I could swipe my terror away. That was it. Disgusting. Dirty. A rat
had bitten me, sinking its sharp teeth into my upper arm. It had been real. I remembered seeing it
clearly, filthy and gray. I remembered the weight of it, tricking me awake with its tickling whiskers.I
felt my arm for blood but there was none. I stared long and hard but my skin was smooth,
unmarked. If only I could relax and think, master what was real. My nightgown, soaked in
perspiration, clung to my skin. It was an all too familiar feeling. Stupid, stupid girl. I grabbed my
hair and pulled it hard. I clutched my head and begged my mind to figure, figure out what had
transpired. All of this happened in a flash, but not for me. I could not find my way back, search as



I may.I must have run from the couch across the huge expanse of living room to escape some
nightmarish rat that had bitten through my sleep. I could not catch my breath, standing there at
that open window, no screen, black night waiting, always waiting.And then it dawned on me, and
as surely as I had been convinced there had been a rat, minutes later I knew there had never
been one at all.Everything unraveled faster then. My hands still stung from where they’d slapped
the frame. The window was tall as a door and wide as an invitation, but this frame had stopped
me from leaping the five stories.Then the shaking began, like a dog shakes terror from her body.I
cowered my way across the enormous room. I couldn’t take my eyes off the window and backed
up all the way to the tattered sofa in the corner where, moments before, I’d been fast asleep. I sat
on the edge of that raft of a couch and clung to my pillow for dear life. I trembled and cried for
what felt like a long, long time. The apartment was still. The city street was quiet. It felt like I was
the only person awake in the whole world.A breeze blew across the room and shivers climbed
my spine despite the heat. I stared at the void beyond the open window. I squeezed my pillow
even tighter as the reality of the situation hit me, really hit me—if I had fallen to my death while
sound asleep, it would have been considered suicide. Was there some part of me that had
dreamt the rat attack as an excuse to leap? It was too awful to consider. I was a cat trapped in a
sack, drowning in my self-made river of fear. Any mention of it to anyone, ever, would lead to
involuntary commitment.I hadn’t the slightest idea how to transport myself from the precipice I
faced that night to safe ground. But there was one thing I did know: I was an Irish American girl,
raised to white-knuckle unsavory problems alone. My heart beat fast again, caught in a body
with a mind of its own.“I was only sleepwalking . . . it was just a night terror,” I whispered to no one
there.PART I: NIGHT GALLERYOn this desert land enchanted—On this home by horror haunted
—tell me truly, I implore—Is there—is there balm in Gilead?—tell me—tell me, I implore!The
Raven, by Edgar Allan PoeDEAD TO THE WORLDOnce upon a time, long before my family
reported episodes of sleepwalking and sleep terrors, there was the feeling of impending doom.
Going to bed always carried with it a kind of animal fear. The despair I felt at leaving this world
behind, of separating myself from the people I loved, was all-consuming. I am certain of these
feelings, yet my earliest memories of sleep are watery, elusive. What do I remember—and what
were stories retold to me by my four older siblings and parents over and over until they laid a
track in my mind that mimicked memory? When was I awake and when was I asleep?First there
was the deep, dreamless slumber of a toddler, fingers curled and lips bowed. The complete
surrender of physical exhaustion. Then the shock of unearthly screams and confusion. Panic, as
I struggled from tucked blankets and fumbled for my crib panel just in time to see my mother fly
past my doorway. A banshee in a nightie. Why was she fleeing? Who was taking her from me?
Suddenly, the whole house came to life. My father’s voice boomed from the other end of the hall
—“Oh my God, Kate, no!”—and footsteps thundered down the stairway as my older siblings
Patty, Mary Ann, and Billy ran from the second floor. I burst out crying and Danny, who was
probably five, was out of his bed and at my side in an instant, hanging on to my crib’s railing,
howling along with me.A banshee is a female spirit in Gaelic folklore whose appearance or



wailing often presages a death in the family. And so, sleeping posed a fatal prospect from the
very start in the Frazier house. We didn’t have a word to describe my mother’s violent nocturnal
wanderings beyond nightmares. Very, very bad nightmares. We avoided discussion of things that
went bump in the night. We never used the word sleepwalker to describe her; it sounded too
crazy. The terms night terror/sleep terror were not around. There were no sleep clinics in the
1960s.I was left alone in the dark to unpack my mother’s fearsome episodes. I’m uncertain the
extent to which I was traumatized by her severely disturbed sleep and whether somewhere in my
little girl mind I worried it would happen to me.My father was a phantom of a different sort.
Insomnia left him up all hours, wandering about, lost in his own home.One winter’s night, when I
had finally graduated from the crib to a twin, I woke to see fingers of light reaching down the
otherwise darkened hallway. I don’t know how long I lay awake, unused to my new mobility and
fretting over whether I should sneak from my big-girl bed to investigate. Finally, I tiptoed in my
footed pajamas toward the living room, teddy bear in hand, floorboards creaking, and imagined
ghosts released with every footfall.There sat my father, surrounded by a haze of cigar smoke,
perched on the edge of his La-Z-Boy recliner, footrest tucked away. He was leaning over a
thousand-piece puzzle spread before him on our card table. He peered through black-rimmed
bifocals, the butt of his stogie burned unattended in a glass ashtray. It seemed he’d never notice
me, afraid as I was to make a peep. Would I be a welcome relief to his lonely night or would my
interruption anger him? My mother had used the term like walking on eggshells to describe
being around my father, and this night I imagined the living room floor strewn with empty,
cracked shells between us. His balding head rested in his hands. His eyelids drooped and I
thought for a minute that he’d fallen asleep, sitting up like that.“Daddy,” I whispered.“Kitten, what
are you doing out of bed?”Met with his gentle voice, my whole body relaxed.The puzzle was
almost finished and he gestured for me to take a look. I saw giants’ faces stuck in stone, and it
frightened me. Years later, I would realize it had been an image of Mount Rushmore. But in that
moment, I covered my eyes. He pulled me onto his skinny lap to comfort me. I placed my head
against his steady heart.“Why are you up, Daddy?”“Keeping guard, Kitten.”“From the
bogeyman?”“I got the worry gene, that’s all. And it looks like you do too.” He rubbed his thumb
between my eyebrows in an effort to erase my furrowed brow.My parents were like cars
speeding out of control, brakes slammed on, spinning wildly in an effort to right themselves
against the pressure of generations of drink, mental illness, and resultant sleepless nights. Both
had been Depression kids, raised in the city of Albany, New York, and both had survived
alcoholic fathers.Although my father lost his dad when he was only eleven, he’d been anchored
to this world by his Irish mother, a stalwart icebox of a widow who worked days as a domestic
servant and nights cleaning offices to keep her family together. I’ve no idea when she slept. Even
worse was my mother’s childhood. In addition to having an absentee father, her mom had been
in and out of psychiatric hospitals with schizophrenia. Often, she had no parent to hold her hand,
to tether her to this world. Aunties saved her and her siblings from orphanages. She was a waif
seeking the warmth of the public library where she felt safe enough to fall asleep.Once grown,



Mom found independence in the WAVES (Women Accepted for Voluntary Emergency Service).
My parents met after World War II. William Francis Frazier had been a sergeant in the army and
had seen enough action to keep anyone up nights. Catherine Rose was a plump beauty with
skin so soft we called her the smooth-faced lady.Dad inherited the drinking problem. The Irish
euphemism was he likes his drink. He took the pledge several times, a Catholic’s commitment to
sobriety, but slipped repeatedly. They had three children within three years. Eight years later,
Danny was born. Eventually, Mom took her Irish triplets and the baby and left Dad. Eventually, he
found support with men and women who helped each other stay sober. Mom returned and he
put down the drink for good. He got sober around the time I was born, breaking the many-linked
chain of alcoholism that had bound our family as far back as our stories stretched.My parents
bought a Cape Cod in a small development in a suburb of Albany. Ours was a blue-collar family
with a devoted, stay-at-home mother and a strapping father, lean and strong from loading kegs
of Schaefer beer on and off the delivery truck and down treacherous steps to barroom cellars.
He’d gone bald early. My mother said it was from all the stress of the war, not to mention his
drinking days—he only had a quarter of his stomach after his surgery for ulcers.It was almost as
though we were two families. Patty, Mary Ann, and Billy, three little steps of stairs my mother
used to say, then eight years passed before Danny and, two years later, me. As the youngest of
five, I entered the wreckage of my parents’ past, the chaos of early sobriety, and their sheer
exhaustion.While growing up, my mother often proudly recounted this story about how she’d
managed my toddler sleep. Every time she told it, my heart plummeted. I felt ashamed of and
confused by my sorrow in the face of her sunny pride.My parents and four older siblings went on
their customary two-week summer vacation and left me behind to stay with relatives. Mom said it
was not an uncommon practice during the early sixties with so many babies booming, but
search as I may I have never found another family who did this. Was I a bad girl? A
troublemaker? Aunt Helen and Uncle Harold had nine kids, and everyone laughed at the part of
the story when my mom’s sister slapped my face for I don’t know what and how I refused to
speak to her during the rest of my stay. This proved my wickedness and I laughed too, but it was
right about then when my heart began its heavy journey southward. Next, Mom would say that by
the time my family returned, they were strange to me. Strange to me? What could she possibly
have meant by that expression? Tears of anger threatened every time I heard it. I’d even bite the
inside of my cheek to prevent them from betraying the ugly emotion. That first night back with my
brood, I cried and cried in my crib and not just for an hour, or even for a few.I wept all the night
through.Mom said she’d read in Dr. Spock’s baby book that if a parent goes to a child who is
crying inconsolably in her crib, the child would be spoiled.The next morning, our neighbor from
two houses up the block came knocking at our door. “What’s wrong with the baby?” she asked,
worried about my well-being.My mother was peeved at our neighbor’s interference and pleased
by her own resolve. I have no idea what she told the woman.I’d been left twice, first to my callous
aunt and then in my hard crib, and everyone seemed to find it hilarious. With each retelling of the
tale, my heart fell further until I imagined myself a heartless girl, it having sunk straight through



the soles of my feet to disappear past our hardwood floors and beyond our cemented basement.
I imagined it buried in the concrete of our foundation while I walked hollow-chested. I was
smarter without it. I became the good girl. I grew watchful, wary, ever-vigilant. I would have
stayed up all night if my body let me.According to the story, I never cried again at bedtime. I slept
deeply. Dead to the world. What Mommy didn’t know is that it took hours for me to fall asleep,
worrying in bed over all my nameless fears. I despised one particular bedtime prayer, yet found
myself whispering repeatedly:Now I lay me down to sleepI pray the Lord my soul to keepIf I
should die before I wakeI pray the Lord my soul to takeSoon Mom began boasting, “Kathy’s so
quiet, you wouldn’t even know she was here.” It is a particular vantage point, the youngest of
many siblings. If I had been a superhero, I would have chosen invisibility as my power. And in a
way, I had done just that, making no waves during the day but always wary of tsunamis at
night.Sleep is nothing if not mysterious. A practice in letting go. A measure of trust. Every
evening each of us, all alone and in the light of our own circumstances, surrenders to sleep. Or
tries to.Before I started sleepwalking or having night terrors, I experienced recurring nightmares
like most kids do. Mine were of a less common theme than being chased by monsters or toys
turned menacing. They reflected a real incident that took place when I was three.We were
visiting my Great Aunt Kathleen at her cabin on the shore of an upstate lake. It was a small body
of icy water, but to me it was as wide as the sea and as curious as it was foreboding. I was
hopping about in shallow waters, the squish of silt between my toes, a welcome relief from the
sharp stones I made effort to avoid. I also hated the long sheaths of weeds that undulated and
wrapped around my little-girl legs.Danny suddenly appeared before me, an explosion of
splashing arms, his face contorted in an impish grin, his dark eyes wide against his pale skin.
“Watch out for water snakes!”Maybe those were not long strands of grass that waved murky and
suspect through the green water. Algae conspired. My heart beat faster as I turned to face the
shore, which now seemed miles away. I could hear laughter through the screen door from the
bungalow beyond. I must have taken one giant step back instead of forward and the bottom was
gone.I breathed in the lake, sinking deeper like in a dream. Everything was slow motion and dark
and cold. I felt what I was sure were snakes, hundreds of snakes, swirling around my ankles,
then my legs and body, pulling me under—then blankness.But my head popped up like a jack-in-
the-box. Water splashed wildly beneath my frantic hands. I saw the blur of green trees and Aunt
Kathleen’s cabin, such a pretty pastel with darker trim.And I saw panic on Danny’s big-boy face.
He hollered for help.Billy had been sunning his golden-haired self on the floating dock when the
commotion caught his attention. He sat up and called out, “Kathy!” Fear rang in his voice. Then
he dove in, my Tarzan, to save me. Down I went a second time, the shivering cold surrounding
me. My ears were full of water. I saw Billy again, this time beneath the surface. His face twisted,
as if he were crying.A long time seemed to pass until I opened my eyes to see the camp’s wood-
beamed ceiling and sinister, dark circles—faces of ghosts staring down at me. Maybe I was
dead or in the scene from The Wizard of Oz when Dorothy lands back in Kansas. My fingers
were blue and I heard the chatter of my baby teeth.I found myself in a bed that was not my own,



wrapped in a blanket. I pulled the satin trim to my chin, for safety’s sake. My father’s cousin,
Father Joe, leaned over me. He patted my forehead with his priestly hand. “We almost lost you,
little one.”Billy, age twelve, had saved my life.After the near drowning, I suffered dark nightmares
of great bodies of water. They’d appear out of nowhere, wash over me, envelop me, or prevent
me from passing to where I knew I must go. But just as often, it would be Billy’s face I’d dream
disappearing, sinking into watery depths. It was excruciating. I was powerless to help him. I woke
from these aberrations with my face and pillow wet with tears. Sleepcrying.NIGHT OF THE BIG
FIGHTThe rescue joined my brother Billy and me inextricably. As I grew, I’d hear stories of one
person saving another’s life and how the rescued one was always on the lookout to return the
favor, but she also ran the risk of becoming a pest or, worse yet, of living her life in the shadow of
her hero. I doggie-paddled through those early years and leaned into my hero, feeling a sense of
safety in his presence of which I was unaware.“Now don’t you make your brother carry you.” The
screen door banged behind my mother’s voice. I turned to wave good-bye. She was hazy
through the net.“I won’t.” Maybe I was four and Billy, thirteen.We walked hand in hand down the
long hill of Glennon Road past many houses that looked alike but for their colors, blue or gray or
white. The Vincents’ dog ran to the edge of their lawn, barking protectively as we passed, and
Billy stood tall. The dog was shaggy black and white except on St. Patrick’s Day when his family
dyed his white patches green.Turning into the empty lot near the end of the street, we padded
the path cut between weeds by lots of children’s feet. I could barely see above those weeds. I
loved the way they sounded in the wind, hushing in an almost holy way. The sky was blue, as a
May sky should be—Mary’s blue, my mother would have said. We were going to Norm’s Store. I
didn’t know why and didn’t care, skipping to keep up with my brother.The path turned up a little
hill and the old oak tree presented itself. I loved that gentlemanly grandfather of a tree. It marked
the end of our neighborhood and the beginning of the undeveloped land to the north. It meant
that soon we’d be adventuring through a thick of trees, the creek singing beside us. Ahead
there’d be the wide open fields that led to Route 155 and the grocery store.My brother kept a
steady pace, but I craned my neck to see if I could see my house. No. I was free and flitted in
circles like a buzzing bee. And then—“I’m tiiiiiiired.” I stretched the word as I stopped abruptly,
leaning against the fat trunk of the old oak.Billy’s brush cut was the same color as the fields. He
smiled and I felt like I was seeing his face for the first time ever. He wasn’t much for small talk.
His eyes crinkled yes, and up I went, up to be the queen carried on top of his strong
shoulders.He was a sensitive boy, nervous, high-strung, who loved music and poetry. I envied
his dark blond, wavy hair. When people called him skinny, he’d reply, I’m not skinny, I’m
wiry.Billy’s gentleness irked my father. Dad couldn’t seem to recognize his own exhaustion in
getting sober let alone wrangle it. He took it out on everyone, especially his eldest son. Nothing
was ever good enough—his grades, his growing hair, his growing silences. Often, there were
arguments at our dinner table, the five children and Dad sitting while Mom served and leaned
against the kitchen counter. There was not enough room at the table, she said, and she
preferred to stand anyway. I practiced my invisibility and at the same time felt cowardly,



completely powerless to protect my protector in any way. There were big, mad-dog fights and
gnawing, nagging, picking ones, but I don’t remember Billy saying one single solitary word,
ever.It was dark outside, a winter night with wind like in a scene from Dark Shadows, the show
about vampires that I was forbidden to watch because it was sacrilegious, but I did anyway at my
friend Dee Korzinski’s house.I must have been about eight.I sat on the hardwood floor upstairs in
my sisters’ bedroom, arms tucked around bent legs for safety’s sake, and nursed a sinking
Sunday night feeling while the radiator blasted hot air. It was the perfect spot to stay warm and to
hear my parents’ fight echo up the vent.The door was closed and thank goodness my sisters
and I were on the inside. Pat (about nineteen), sat on a chair pulled close to the icy window,
which was open a crack, a second-hand fur coat over her shoulders. She smoked cigarettes
gingerly while melting red sealing wax to the envelope of a letter she’d just finished. Patty used
fountain pens and, if I was lucky, I’d get to stamp the melted wax, creating a regal fleur-de-lis. It
tickled my sisters to teach me big words and the Greek alphabet. Mary Ann (about eighteen)
studied at her desk. Their transistor radio played a sad-voiced man:Sittin’ here resting my
bonesAnd this loneliness won’t leave me aloneA full-length mirror in the shape of a peanut hung
on the wall above the radiator vent. I loved my reflection and pretended it was my twin.I wore a
white-flannel, long-sleeved nightgown with red rosebuds, white satin trim, and three pearly
buttons at the collar. It was a Christmas tradition to receive pj’s or a nightie. The puffed sleeves
used to be gathered at the wrists but my mom had cut the elastic because I hated anything tight
around my wrists or ankles. She had also run my nightgown through the dryer just before I
changed into it, but the cozy feeling had long since grown cold. My feet were sweaty in furry,
blue slippers but my hands were icy. I placed one against my mirror-self—icy too.I practiced my
smile and then my puppy dog face, staring deeply into my root beer barrel eyes, like my dad’s.
My lucky sisters and Billy got Mom’s blue eyes, but Danny and I got brown. My hair was a soft
brown too, cut short so it wouldn’t be trouble to my mother. No time for brushing through snarls
with five kids and a house to run. My bangs hung crookedly from a home trim. I had nagged my
sisters into fastening three bristly rollers into my bob, one on each side of my head and one on
top. They wore huge rollers too. My right ear stuck out a bit from the time I got my head stuck
between the railings on Uncle Joe’s porch and my dad had to pull hard to get it unstuck. I didn’t
care, though. It beat what I’d thought he was going to do with the hammer he’d fetched.“Off with
her head,” my mother had teased, like the Queen of Hearts from Alice in Wonderland.I was
obsessed with decapitation because my paternal grandmother’s second cousin, Robert Emmet,
the famous Irish patriot and rebel, was hanged, drawn and quartered, and then beheaded. They
paraded his noggin about the gallows and proclaimed to the multitudes, “This is the head of a
traitor, Robert Emmet.”I was afraid of becoming a traitor.I was supposed to be brave through
centuries of oppression like my ancestors. My great-grandfather, Joseph Connell, was a
Nationalist and member of the Irish Republican Brotherhood, a secret oath-bound, fraternal
organization dedicated to freeing Ireland. He was a blacksmith and powerful man in Castletown
Geoghegan, County Westmeath, second only to the village priest. My dad said Joseph kept a



pike hidden beneath the floor of his cottage and always slept with one eye open. I couldn’t
imagine ever getting to sleep with one eye open—it was hard enough with two closed.Violence
was part of our inheritance.“You really burn me up,” my father’s voice boomed up the radiator
shaft.“Aw, go to hell in a handbasket then,” my mother roared back.My sisters smoked and read
and turned up the radio.I looked to my mirror-twin for help, but she shivered in her slippers.
Baby.Suddenly, I remembered I wasn’t alone. Looking down, there was Shrinking Violet lying
belly-up on the floor. I took her soft hand in mine. She was my cloth doll, like Raggedy Ann only
better because she was the star of my favorite television cartoon. When she was in trouble,
she’d magically shrink and escape. My Shrinking Violet had a big, round head and yellow-yarn
hair that I liked to braid. Her purple dress was sewn right onto her body and she had a very flat
bottom that stored her audio device. I yanked the little white ring by her neck. A long string pulled
taut and she whined, “I’m afraid of noisy boys.” All the while, her felt eyelashes blinked up and
down, and her sewn lips moved in circles. I hated her weakling voice and frightened face that
seemed to worry more when I considered turning her over my knee. I couldn’t decide whether to
give her a wallop for being a big, fat crybaby or to hug her to me.Sitting in my sisters’ room, I
thought about how my mom hadn’t spanked me in a long, long time. The last time was a few
years before the night of the big fight. We’d been alone in the kitchen.“I said stop that crying or I’ll
give you something to cry about.”“I’m not crying. I’m not crying.” I gulped and swallowed. I didn’t
know what I’d done, but I knew Mom was going to hit me because she dragged me by the arm to
turn on the radio above the sink to hide her noisy hollers from the neighbors. She got out the
metal spatula from the drawer.If I could have, I would have begged, I am not a pancake.“Turn
over.”I tried to pull away.She pushed me hard to the welcome mat inside the kitchen door, never
letting go of my arm. I went limp and let her bend me over. In church, we beseeched Almighty
God for mercy. I looked back at her one last time, begging with my face. The spatula was raised
high above her head, her teeth bared, the wicked wolf.She stopped, her hand frozen in mid-air
like in a game of freeze tag, staring down the hall.I followed her gaze to see my daddy in his gray
Schaefer Brewery uniform, cap in hand and jacket over his arm. He surprised us, coming in
through the front door and bringing a gust of wintry air with him. He looked surprised too and sad
to see us so. His face winced and I thought he might cry. I had never seen him cry. My mother
released my arm; I ran to him and he picked me up in his big arms. I rested my head on his cold
shoulder and held on tight, like a baby monkey.My mother’s voice ringing up the radiator brought
me back to the row downstairs. “Wake up the whole neighborhood, why don’t you?”“I oughta
skin you alive,” Dad hollered and I remembered how he liked to threaten with his huge fist,
though I’d never seen him use it—only an open hand to spank my brothers.“Not if I skin you alive
first,” shouted Mom. I imagined her face, tomato red.An even bet.Then the sound of something
smashing ricocheted around the radiator, maybe a cup or saucer thrown and shattered against
the wall.Then silence.“Come away from there, Kitten.” Mary Ann led me to her desk. The bristly
rollers would style her hair like Laura Petrie’s from The Dick Van Dyke Show. She knew how
much I loved to sit at that desk, surrounded by the halo of her study lamp. She handed me a



photo album with a red burlap cover. Inside were boring postcards of ancient city buildings from
her German pen pal. I flipped page after page to find the one different from the rest, an Easter
card of Peter Rabbit. He looked guilty as an angry-faced Mother Rabbit pulled his long ear. On
the ground in front of him was a huge, elaborately painted Easter egg, broken in two. I knew that
boy bunny had done it.Suddenly, I worried. Where were my brothers?Just then, the door to my
sisters’ room burst open and the boys wrestled in.“Coast is clear, time for bed, Kathy,” Billy
announced while holding Danny in a headlock and tickling him unmercifully. Dan wore a German
helmet, the souvenir Dad had brought home from the war.“Daddy’s driving away, up the hill now.”
Patty snubbed out a cigarette, turning from the window.“Uncle, uncle!” Danny begged.The boys
must have been across the hall in Billy’s room during our parents’ fight.Billy released Danny from
the wrestling hold and Danny jumped around, a monkey high on Mallo Cups, the yellow wrapper
still clenched in his paw. He wore brown polyester pajama pants and a brown, white, and orange
striped long-sleeved pajama top.“Time to go to bed, Baby-Kathy, time for your bottle and blanky,”
Dan taunted.Strangers thought we were twins even though he was two years older, even though
I was skinny and he was husky. That’s what my mom called it, husky. Dad would sing at dinner,
“Danny is a pelican. His beak holds more than his belly can.”“I’ll take them down,” Patty
offered.Next thing I remember, I was lying in my twin bed in the first-floor room I shared with
Danny, next to the kitchen. Most nights it was prime realty because we could easily raid the
kitchen on tiptoe if our parents were watching television in the living room or sleeping in their
bedroom, both at the other end of the hall. But on a night like this, I longed for upstairs.Dan fell
asleep quickly in spite of the big fight and the candy. He snored softly from across the room.My
oldest sister sat on the edge of my bed, facing me, those rollers like fat caterpillars crawling her
skull.“Please take mine out. I can’t sleep with them.”And she removed my beauty treatment.“How
do I look?”Pondering, “Handsome.”A boy was the last thing I wanted to look like.Patty was
beautiful with long, dark hair against fair skin and Paul Newman eyes. She was a wonderful artist
who taught me to draw and paint. I imagined we were Meg and Amy in Little Women, bound
together as the oldest and youngest.Patty had penciled my portrait when I was four, a profile. It
was pensive, everybody joked, because even though I watched The Jetsons while she drew, my
expression was furrowed, my lower lip pouted. I hated when George got stuck on a moving
sidewalk and how no one heard him when he yelped for help. I knew it was supposed to be
funny; everyone else laughed.I squeezed my sister’s hand, begging her not to go.I said the
prayer to my guardian angel and offered my sleeplessness and my handsomeness up for the
poor souls in purgatory.“Will you sing ‘More’ to me?”And she did.My life will be in your keeping,
waking, sleeping, laughing, weeping,Longer than always is a long, long time, but far beyond
forever you’ll be mine.Then she sang about a cruel war raging, a boy named Johnny who had to
fight, and his sweetheart who pleaded to tie up her hair, wear men’s clothing, and pretend to be
his comrade.Won’t you let me go with you?No, my love, no.I wished I could take my sister into
sleep with me. By this time, Patty had entertained me enough and hinted at leaving.“Why can’t I
sleep upstairs with you and Mary Ann? I implore you!” We both smiled at my use of the new



vocabulary word.“No room,” she’d whisper.Finally, we played our favorite bedtime game where
Patty hummed “The Funeral March” by Chopin while ever-so-slowly pulling the blankets up over
my face like a dead little girl being laid to rest. As she approached the end of the musical phrase
and once my head was completely covered, she popped the covers off: “Boo!”We found the
ritual hysterical and broke into peals of hushed laughter.Eventually, Patricia had to leave me and
I felt my body grow cold—a real, live, dead girl.I lay there and time passed.I stared hard through
the dark at Danny, willing him awake, but he snored away.The door was open and light from the
television flashed down the hall. I heard Mission Impossible voices so it must have been after ten
o’clock. They were mixed in a jumble with the scary voices inside my head, speaking of going to
hell in a handbasket after being skinned alive. The wind picked up and rattled both windows in
our corner room. I thought again about Dark Shadows and how I’d deceived my mother by
watching it at the Korzinskis’ and how maybe God was punishing me now with sleeplessness. I
said an Act of Contrition.
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Francie Nolan, “Fantastic Memoir - and Must Reading for Adult Children of Alcoholics and
Those With PTSD from Childhood Trauma. This is a fantastic memoir. Ms. Frazier is a great
writer. She's funny and smart and fabulously honest. She has incredible descriptive ability. Just a
wonderful writer.I wasn't reading this riveting book very long before I thought, Oh man, I hope
she eventually figures out she has PTSD. So many Adult Children of Alcoholics have PTSD and
don't know it. People assume PTSD is from war, rape and molestation only. PTSD is the body's
response to trauma when the trauma energy is not released once the fight/flight/freeze/collapse
scenario is over. For children in alcoholic homes who powerlessly suffer unpredictable insanity
and violence over and over from the people who are supposed to protect them and keep them
safe, they just never get the space and time and sense of SAFETY for their bodies to naturally
release the trauma energy (since the trauma just keeps on going as long as the parent(s) keep
drinking and acting crazy.)In my opinion, the sleepwalking was a major symptom of Ms. Frazier's
PTSD. For me, meds kept a lot of the symptoms down for 20 years--although I did have night
terrors in my 20's, 30's and early 40's. Someone was always trying to kill me. Lucky for me, I'd
wake up in the living room (I lived alone), shaking, adrenalin shooting through me. in a state of
terror--but never walking out the front door or doing violence to myself or my space.When Ms.
Frazier had her only period without the night terrors, (SPOILER) she was starring in a high
school play, which made sense to me. She was releasing energy, in that case, in a beautiful,
entertaining way.I was thrilled that eventually she found a way to rid herself of the sleepwalking
and night terrors and could sleep. The med she used did not work for me at all, but I withdrew
easily under a doctor's supervision. (An old time anti-depressant allowed me to sleep every
night for 20 years, until it didn't anymore.)According to PTSD authors like Peter Levine, our
bodies are always trying to rebalance and go back to a state of equilibrium by finding a way to
release the trauma energy. In my opinion, night terrors are one way the body tries to do this,
recreating trauma so the body can release and reboot. But again, that's just my opinion. For me,
the meds that did work for 20 years stopped working at 49. Then I had to find a way to sleep and
release the emotional and trauma energy., which had been numbed and buried in multiple ways.
(I quit drinking in my 20's and quit painkillers in my 40's. Dubious but common "solutions".) The
best way for me to heal continues to be Trauma Releasing Exercises (Dr. Berceli DVD). But
everyone finds their own way.I absolutely loved this book. I identified with so much of it. Ms.
Frazier is a beautiful writer and a beautiful person.”

S Huston, “A mysterious malady. When I was in high school there was a girl who road my bus
who periodically would board with a black eye and claim it was from sleepwalking. After reading
this book, I am now wondering if there was more going on than what she claimed. This was an
eye opening gift for me since I came from a very normal loving family background. I am glad
Kathy shared her story so many others can benefit in seeking help for such a debilitating illness.



I marvel at how she had survived 20 years with such an irregular sleep pattern, if you could call it
that.  It also makes me be thankful for my oh so normal childhood.”

Diana O'Shea, “Worth sticking it out.. This is the story of a woman with night terrors. It meanders
a bit at times, but for the most part the story held my interest.”

Cathy Finlay, “Kathleen Frazier has written a masterpiece, chronically a harrowing .... Kathleen
Frazier has written a masterpiece, chronically a harrowing journey on so many levels. From
growing up in an alcoholic home, discovering her inability to sleep as well as being empathic, I
felt such a kinship as a reader. The deep fear that she lived with for so many years is palpable. I
couldn't put the book down! What a joyful victory, that not only has she conquered her malady,
but brought something that she felt she had to hide into the light to heal so many others who are
suffering.  Hurray, Kathleen, for your bravery, honesty, with, and deep compassion.”

Old Hippy, “Outcome. This was an exhausting story. No wonder the author was tired all the time.
Kudos to her for emerging victorious from her long journey!”

MnM, “Gripping. An amazing insight into the reality of those who suffer night terrors and
persistent sleepwalking episodes. More than just a nightmare. Felt the exhaustion through the
the pages of this book and actually read the last half of it in one sitting, which I have not done
with any other book. Ironically I usually fall asleep after a couple of pages of reading any book.”

jbrookes, “Five Stars. great”

The book by Kathleen Frazier has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 82 people have provided feedback.
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